BT Approved 2N Units
Broadsoft certified 2N devices for use with BT
2N offer a wide variety of devices, all of which can be applied to a range of applications. To help simplify your selection,
we’ve compiled some of the most common set ups.

2N IP Solo - A simple single button intercom

9155031CS

9155301CF

9155301CBS

9155301CBF

Available in either black or a brushed nickel finish, the IP Solo can be flush or surface mounted.

2N IP Verso - A single button intercom with camera & interchangeable modules
Main unit order codes include: 9155101C/9155101CB (Black)
- 9155012B - Black flush mount*
- 9155022B - Black surface mount
- 9155012 - Brushed nickel flush mount*
- 9155022 - Brushed nickel surface mount
- *9155015 - Flush installation box (required for flush installations)

Create the solution your customer requires with either a touchscreen or
RFID module, enabling easy access with cards, keyfobs or NFC chips.

9155036

9155040

2N IP Force - A ruggedised intercom for tougher applications
Available in three varieties, the IP Force can be purchased with one button, one button
with a keypad or with two buttons. Like other 2N intercoms, the IP Force can be surface or
flush mounted with the use of a flush mounting kit for solid walls (9151001) or hollow walls
(9151002).
- 9151101CHW - IP Force with 1 button, HD camera and 10W speaker
- 9151101CHKW - IP Force with 1 button, HD camera, keypad and 10W speaker
- 9151102CHRW - IP Force with 2 buttons, HD camera, RFID reader slot and 10W speaker

Other things to consider....
Security Relay Switch
The Security Relay switch provides a 5 second delay for exit buttons
and acts as a useful measure in preventing hotwiring by removing door
controls from the intercom. We recommend the use of a security relay
switch with all installations.

Prod Code: 9159010

Fobs & Cards
Fobs and cards are used alongside RFID readers to enable users to gain access into buildings. Up to 2,000 cards
or fobs can be used on any single installation, providing incredible scalability.
Cards Prod code: 9134173

Fobs Prod code: 9134174

Indoor Touch
Available in either black or white, the 2N indoor touch is used as an
internal end point. With this wall mountable device, users are able to
see and speak to visitors before granting access.
Prod Code : 91378375 (Black)
Prod Code: 91378375W (White)
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